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Understanding Delegated Access


Delegation is when a person authorizes another to serve as his or her representative for a particular task.
With the Delegated Access framework, a user can authorize another user to perform a task on their behalf
by delegating access to perform a transaction.


Delegated Access is a framework owned by Campus Community that standardizes who can delegate what
to whom. The framework enables you to define what components a delegator (for example, a student) can
delegate to one or more proxies (for example, the parents). It integrates with the Constituent Transaction
Management (CTM) framework, the New User Registration framework, the Notifications framework
(email notification utility), and the PeopleTools security management to grant access to certain pages in
your system.


The most common use for delegation in the Campus Solutions system is when students need to give
access to a parent to view or update their personal, academic, or financial information. The parent may be
unknown to the system and therefore needs to register and create a user profile to access your system.


Warning! Delegating a transaction is performed by a self-service user in a delivered self-service
component called Share My Information (SS_CC_DA_SHAREINFO). Only a security administrator
who is familiar with the Campus Solutions self-services components, PeopleSoft security, and how you
manage your security must set up Delegated Access.


Delegation Terminology
The following terms are important to the understanding of Delegated Access framework and are used
throughout the documentation:


Term Definition


Delegation The act of delegating one's access to another user.


Delegator A person that delegates access to another user (for example, a
student).


Proxy A person granted access to act on behalf of another user (for
example, a parent).


Revoke When a delegated access is withdrawn.


Delegation Transaction A set of one or more components and pages whose access
a delegator can delegate to a proxy. Those components are
contained in a security role associated to a transaction during
setup. The role is provisioned to the proxy’s user profile for
him or her to be allowed to perform the transaction.


Delegated Access Components Self-service components that are configured for delegated
access.
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Term Definition


New User Registration (NUR) framework Framework that enables the proxy to either create a user
ID and password or reuse an existing user ID to sign into
the Campus Solutions system and perform the delegated
transaction.


Notifications framework Framework that enables email notifications to be sent to
the delegator and to the proxy when new transactions are
delegated or revoked.


Delegated Access Process


Bundle 53


Updated Step 6 to describe a change to the flow requiring the proxy to log out and log in again to access
the Shared Information Center.


Image: Delegated Access Process


This image shows the Delegated Access process.


The following explains the Delegated Access (DA) process:


1. The Institution sets up the delegation transactions in the Delegation Transaction Setup page. On
this page you set up a delegation transaction by listing a security role that contains one or more
components that you want to delegate. These components must be configured for delegated access.
The system then provisions this role to the proxies when access is delegated to them.


The Delegation Transaction Setup page also enables you to identify the security that the system
requires to delegate the transaction. To identify the security, in the Delegation Transaction Setup page,
select the component information that delegators must have in their user profiles in order to delegate
the transaction.


2. The delegation process is always initiated by the delegator. Delegators can create proxies and delegate
transactions to these proxies through the Share My Information self-service component. Each time a
delegator creates a new proxy, the delegator must first accept the institution’s terms and conditions.
Your institution can include their terms and conditions in the delivered Share My Information - Terms
and Conditions page. For example, academic institutions in the United States can display their terms
and conditions in the Share My Information - Terms and Conditions page to comply with the data
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privacy regulations under FERPA. Once the terms and conditions are accepted, the delegator enters
the name, the relationship and the email address of the proxy to whom he or she wants to delegate
access. The delegator then selects the delegation transactions that he or she wants the proxy to view or
update. Examples of transactions can include transactions for self-service components such as View
My Class Schedule, View My Grades and so on. The delegator can delegate a transaction to one or
more proxies. For example, a student can delegate access to the Emergency Contacts transaction to
his or her mother and father. Conversely, a proxy can be granted access by multiple delegators (for
example, this applies to a case where the parent has more than one child in an academic institution
and they all delegate him or her access to their data). The delegator only sees the transaction for which
he or she is allowed to delegate.


3. When the delegator identifies a proxy and delegates access to one or more transactions, the system
uses the Notifications framework to send a courtesy email notification to the delegator to inform
him or her that access to his or her data has been delegated to a certain person and an action email
notification is sent to the proxy’s email address. Both emails list the transactions that have been
delegated. In addition, the email sent to the proxy also includes a security key that the proxy enters
at the time of accepting the proxy terms and conditions, and a URL link that the proxy can click to
access your Campus Solutions system.


4. If set up to use the New User Registration framework, the URL link is constructed with the
information to access your New User Registration login page and a New User Registration Context
ID value (configured for Delegated Access framework) that transfers the proxy directly to the Proxy
Terms and Conditions page after the proxy successfully signs into the system. On your New User
Registration login page, the proxy can either reuse an existing user ID (if the proxy already has
one) or create a new one. The New User Registration framework enables the reuse or creation of a
user ID. With the New User Registration Context ID value, the New User Registration framework,
immediately after successfully registering and authenticating the proxy to your system, knows how to
provision the proxy with proper security role to access the Proxy Terms and Conditions page and how
to immediately transfer the proxy to this page.


5. On the Terms and Conditions for Accessing Somebody Else's Data page (this page is also known as
the Proxy Terms and Conditions page), the proxy is asked to act responsibly with the delegator’s data.
You can personalize the terms and conditions to fit your institution needs. On this page, the proxy
is required to accept or decline the institution’s specific terms and conditions, enter the security key
given in the received email notification and enter the email address where the email notification was
sent. This information is the signature that proves the proxy is the right person wanting to access the
delegator’s data. In addition, the proxy may be asked to enter some personal information. The proxy
must accept the terms and conditions stipulated by the institution before accessing the delegator’s
data. Once proxy submits the information, validation is in place to make sure the right person is trying
to access the delegator’s information. The Delegated Access framework links the proxy’s user ID with
the delegator's EMPLID after the system performs a successful validation. If the proxy accepted the
terms and conditions, the framework updates the proxy’s user profile with the security roles associated
with each of the delegated transactions (Proxy Role Name). If proxy declines, then the system does
not perform the role provisioning and proxy cannot access any of the transactions delegated by the
delegator.


A proxy can access data only for the delegators who granted the access.


The Delegated Access framework being integrated with CTM framework allows your system to
optionally associate an EMPLID with the proxy. At the time of accepting the terms and conditions,
if at least one of the transactions delegated to the proxy requires an EMPLID to be associated with
the proxy, Delegated Access uses the proxy’s personal information entered at the time of accepting or
declining the proxy terms and conditions to call the CTM framework and trigger Search/Match.
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6. Once the proxy has accepted the terms and conditions and the system has validated the information
and provisioned the proxy’s user profile with roles tied to the delegated transactions, the proxy is
prompted to log out and log back in again. Then, the proxy can access the delegated information by
navigating to Self Service > Shared Information Center. From there, the list of components that were
delegated to the proxy by different delegators is displayed.


Image: Delegated Access Example of Information


This example illustrates a proxy that has been delegated access to three components.


When accessing any of these components, if multiple delegators delegated access to the proxy, then
the system displays a search record and returns only the names of the delegators who delegated access
to the component. The proxy selects the name of the delegator for whom the proxy wants to review or
update the data. The search record is delivered with your system and should override the search record
for the self-service components you make available for delegated access.


A delegator revokes proxy access by deselecting one or all of the transactions delegated to a proxy in
the Share My Information - Details page. When the delegator revokes proxy access, the Notifications
framework sends an email to the proxy that informs the proxy which transactions were revoked. On
the other hand, when the delegator adds new transactions for delegation, the Notifications framework
sends an email to the proxy and to the delegator to inform them which additional transactions were
delegated. When the proxy accepts the terms and conditions for a specific delegator, additional
delegations or revoked delegations are automatically provisioned or de-provisioned from the proxy’s
user profile.


For a proxy to login to your system, you can either use your own login page (where you provide the
proxy with a way to create a new User ID) or customize the New User Registration login sample page
that comes with the New User Registration framework. Some self-service components configured
for delegated access are delivered with the system as samples. The self-service components that are
configured for delegated access are known as Delegated Access Components.


An administrative user can review the delegations made by a delegator from the Review Shared
Information component. On behalf of the delegator, the administrative user can grant access to more
transactions to an existing proxy and can also revoke access to already delegated transactions. The
administrative user cannot create a new proxy on behalf of the delegator. Only updates to an existing
proxy can be done.


Transactions delegated to a proxy can be manually revoked by a delegator, an administrative user, or
by the Proxy Access Validation process. The Proxy Access Validation process ensures that a proxy
still has access to a delegated component. Validation is performed in real time or through a batch
process.


Related Links
New User Registration Framework and Delegated Access
Using Proxy Access Validation
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Reviewing Delivered Delegation Transactions
Step 5: Setting Up Components for Delegated Access
Step 9: Setting Up the URL to Access the New User Registration Login Page
Using the Review Shared Information Pages
Using the New User Registration Sample User Interfaces
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The Programs (which include both the software and documentation) contain proprietary information; they are 
provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are also protected by 
copyright, patent, and other intellectual and industrial property laws. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or 
decompilation of the Programs, except to the extent required to obtain interoperability with other 
independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited. 


The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in 
the documentation, please report them to us in writing. This document is not warranted to be error-free. 
Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement for these Programs, no part of these 
Programs may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any 
purpose. 


If the Programs are delivered to the United States Government or anyone licensing or using the Programs 
on behalf of the United States Government, the following notice is applicable: 


U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS  
Programs, software, databases, and related documentation and technical data delivered to U.S. 
Government customers are “commercial computer software” or “commercial technical data” pursuant to the 
applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, 
duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the Programs, including documentation and technical 
data, shall be subject to the licensing restrictions set forth in the applicable Oracle license agreement, and, 
to the extent applicable, the additional rights set forth in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software--
Restricted Rights (June 1987). Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065. 


The Programs are not intended for use in any nuclear, aviation, mass transit, medical, or other inherently 
dangerous applications. It shall be the licensee's responsibility to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, 
redundancy and other measures to ensure the safe use of such applications if the Programs are used for 
such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


Apache Software Foundation 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.  
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.  


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


SSLeay 


Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
 


Helma Project 
 



mailto:tjh@cryptsoft.com
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Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these license. 


 
Sarissa 
 


Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 
 


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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Updates for CS 9.0 Bundle #53 
Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.2 PeopleBook 
and other related Campus Solutions PeopleBooks as noted. It describes CS 9.0 Patch ID # 
29326632 / Product Update ID # 944776 that was posted to My Oracle Support in April 2019. Use 
this PDF package in conjunction with your PeopleBook to maintain a complete set of 
documentation. 


Documentation about bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.2 PeopleBook chapters. 


PDFs of the updated 9.2 chapters that contain the 9.0 bundle changes are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of the bundle changes and updated chapters. 


Using PDF Package (PDF Portfolio) Documentation 
These instructions are for Adobe Reader DC with the latest updates installed (In Adobe Reader, 
click Help, Check for Updates).  
To view the list of chapters, click View > Portfolio > Details. 
To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, open the chapter and 
press CTRL + F. Enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number and click Next. 
To search the entire package for documentation updates, click Edit > Search Entire Portfolio. 


 
Note! Cross references in PDF chapters appear as follows: 
  
• If a cross reference is to a topic in the same book (for example, Campus Community topic A 


contains a cross reference to Campus Community topic B), the cross reference displays only 
the topic title.  


 
• If a cross reference is to a topic in a different book, the cross reference displays the topic title 


and the book name.  
 
• Some cross references appear as links but are actually text-only.  
 


Here is a list of the bundle 53 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes. Chapters are in the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community 
PeopleBook unless noted otherwise. 
 
• Updated the Delegated Access process to require the proxy to log out and then log in again 


to access the Shared Information Center. 
 


o Setting Up and Using Delegated Access Framework.pdf 


Updates Not in Documentation 
These updates did not require updates to PeopleBooks or Online Help: 


• Enabled the Common Attribute Framework (CAF) for the following Student Degrees records 
for reporting purposes: 
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o Student Degree Table (ACAD_DEGR) 


o Student Degree Plan Table (ACAD_DEGR_PLAN) 


o Student Degree Sub-Plan Table (ACAD_DEGR_SPLN) 


• Enabled the CAF for the following Terms, Sessions, and Calendars records for reporting 
purposes: 


o Term Table (TERM_TBL) 


o Session Table (SESSION_TBL) 


o Academic Calendar Table (ACAD_CAL_TABLE) 


o Calendar Term Table (ACAD_CALTRM_TBL) 


o Calendar Session Table (ACAD_CALSES_TBL) 
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